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Climate, Culture and Organizational Efficacy Criteria. 

1. Positive School Climate: A positive school climate is created, shared and implemented among all stakeholders as 
indicated in board policies. Ongoing communication with all stakeholders and community involvement informs 
and supports the implementation of the district vision, mission and goals as outlined in the CSIP. The board 
periodically reviews data and feedback on the effectiveness in creating a positive school climate and supports 
plans that proactively seek improvement of school climate, communication and engagement. There is evidence of 
a positive school climate, on-going communication and broad participation in school life of all stakeholders. 

2. Culture of Learning: A culture of learning supports practices that establish an environment where success and 
continuous learning for students and staff are expected, identified and implemented. Collaborative relationships 
among all stakeholders support effectively working and learning together. Data and feedback are periodically 
reviewed by the board on the effectiveness of practices to implement a culture of learning; an environment to 
support continuous learning for students and staff; and collaborative relationships among all stakeholders. The 
board supports plans that proactively seek improvements in creating a culture of learning. There is evidence of 
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continuous improvements in the creation of a culture of learning and engagement for all stakeholders. 

3. Welcome and Safe Environment: Al! stakeholders are welcomed and supported academically, socially, 
emotionally and physically as directed by board policies. There is a comprehensive and up-to-date 
crisis/emergency plan. Board periodically reviews data and feedback regarding the academic, social, and 
emotional environments, as well as the implementation of the district's crisis/emergency plan. The board supports 
plans that proactively seek improvement in creating a welcome and safe environment. There is evidence of 
improvement in creating a welcome, supportive and safe environment for all stakeholders. 

4. Collaboration: Collaborative relationships and shared-decision making exist among all adults. Supportive 
relationships exist among adults and students and include a willingness to listen and holding high expectations for 
student success. Feedback from all stakeholders informs continuous improvement in establishing and maintaining 
collaboration and shared-decision making is periodically reviewed by the board. The board supports plans that 
proactively seek improvements in establishing and maintaining a collaborative culture, shared-decision making 
and supportive relationships among adults and students. 

5. Organizational Efficacy: District organizational structures, programs and practices are aligned with the 
curricular, instructional and performance goals outlined in the CSIP. School strategic plans are aligned with the 
district CSIP. Processes for continuous improvement within the schools and throughout the district are in place. 
The board periodically reviews school strategic plans, feedback and data on organizational structures, programs 
and practices for alignment with the curricular, instructional and performance goals outlined in the CSIP. There is 
evidence of the effectiveness of the district's organizational structures, programs and practices in increasing 
student performance. 

Application Questions 

Criteria 
Provide the Board of Education's response to the following questions for each of the criteria areas listed above. 
Responses may not exceed one page for each of the criteria areas. Additional pages, including appendices or 
attachments, will not be read or considered.  

I. Describe what occurred that is outstanding in the criteria area. Be sure to address all areas listed in the 
description of the criteria. 

2. Fully describe how specific board practices achieved or contributed to the outstanding accomplishment for the 
criteria area. Fully describe the board's role and/or actions that led to the accomplishment. 

3. How do you know it worked? Describe the evidence that demonstrates the board's practices are effective in 
meeting the criteria area. 

Application Process 
On the last page of the application, describe the process the board used to complete the application so as to ensure 
participation of all board members in the application process. The response is limited to one page. 

Questions about the Application or Awards 

Please contact Janet Tilley, Director, Board Development, by phone at 800-221-MSBA (6722), ext 379, or by email at 
tilley@msbanet.ore.. 
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Positive School Climate: Describe what occurred that is outstanding in the criteria area; the board's role and/or 
actions that led to the accomplishment; and evidence that demonstrates the board's practices are effective. Be sure to 
address all areas in the description of the criteria. 

The Park Hill School Board believes that a positive school climate is created, shared and implemented among all 
stakeholders as directed in Board policies and in our Mission: Through the expertise of a motivated staff, the Park Hill 
School District provides a meaningful education in a safe, caring environment to prepare each student for success in 
life. 

The Park Hill School Board believes in creating a positive school climate that involves all stakeholders. We ask 
the district to collect data reflecting the voice of our customers through communication like the annual Patron Insight 
survey, and regular student, parent and employee surveys. This ongoing communication with all stakeholders informs 
and supports the implementation of the district vision, mission and goals as outlined in the CSIP. In the current CSIP 
for 2013-2018, one of the strategic focus areas is Climate, with key requirements of a safe, orderly, respectful, 
welcoming and caring environment. 

Each Park Hill CSIP itself is a result of that communication with stakeholders, as Board members sit on individual 
committees along with teachers, administrators, parents and other patrons to discuss the goals for the district in a 
defined five-year cycle. The Board then approves the CSIP and receives biannual CSIP reports during Board meetings. 
The most recent report was made at the February 23,2017 meeting. 

As an additional method of stakeholder communication, the Park Hill School Board commissions the annual 
Community Survey, completed by Patron Insight. During that phone survey of 400 random households each fall, 
stakeholders are asked two kinds of questions: some which are repeated in each survey to show long term trends and to 
enable comparisons, while others may vary to ascertain "hot button" issues like tax tolerance or new programs like 
professional studies. The Board uses the survey results in many ways. This year, for example, the Board voted to place 
a no tax increase bond issue on the April 2017 ballot based in part on the positive feedback from the 2016 survey. 
According to this survey, 80% of the respondents said they would either "Strongly favor" or "Favor" a bond issue 
proposal that included new middle and elementary schools. That support grew to 87%, when the fact that this would be 
a no-tax-increase proposal was presented. "While these numbers will almost certainly decline somewhat over time, it 
is clear that the district is starting any bond issue discussion in a strong position," concluded patron Insight. 

Another way the Board measures positive school climate is in an annual survey of employees, students and 
parents. This year's survey captured approximately 10,000 survey responses. The Board receives a report that analyzes 
all surveys and open-ended responses to capture key patterns that lead to continuous improvement in our district. Past 
survey feedback has lead the Board to ask the Superintendent to make changes in employee communication and to 
implement a district-wide bullying program and policy. 

Highlights from the 2016 survey results include: Park Hill employees feel safe: 93% of our faculty members 
indicated that they feel safe at their schools. Park Hill employees feel cared about: 89% of the district's certified 
staff members reported that their supervisors care about them. Schools have a strategic focus: Almost 92% of faculty 
members reported that the Building School Improvement Plan (BSIP) is an important focus in their schools. Students 
report that they are respected: 81 percent of students K- 12reported that their teacher treats them with respect. 
Students report that they are cared about: 77% of students K-I2 reported that their teacher cares about them. A 
recent Education World survey reported that 48 percent of the nation's students answered that teachers cared about 
them. Parents give Park Hill high marks: 91% of parents in the Park Hill School District state that they give the 
district an A or B when thinking of the district overall. Parents feel that their children are safe: 91% of parents feel 
that their children are safe at school. 

The Park Hill Board of Education believes there is ample evidence of a positive school climate, on-going 
communication and broad participation in school life of all stakeholders. 
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Cullure of Learning: Describe what occurred that is outstanding in the criteria area; the board's role and/or actions 

that led to the accomplishment; and evidence that demonstrates the board's practices are effective. Be sure to address 
all areas in the description of the criteria. 

The Park Hill School Board has instilled a culture of learning that supports and has established an environment 
where success and continuous learning for students and staff are expected, identified and implemented. Collaborative 
relationships across all stakeholders have unified our obsession as we have adopted a framework of continuous 
improvement. The Board supports plans that proactively seek improvements in creating this culture of learning. 

Perhaps our best example is the College and Career Readiness Index. This innovative index came about as a result 
of the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education MSIP5 goal: Articulate the state's expectations for student 
achievement with the ultimate goal of all students graduating ready for success in college and careers. What did that 
mean? To a district like Park Hill that values continuous improvement with quantifiable expectations and 
straightforward implementation, that meant creating a means to measure career and college readiness for all students, 
from kindergarten to graduation. We also wanted the Index to be meaningful for our students and parents without 
being an undue burden for teachers. In our Index, key indicators focus on steps over time and provide real, relevant 
measurements other than test scores. The Index measures appropriate items like regular attendance for kindergarteners 
or the creation of a personal four-year plan for freshmen. It provides clear data for students, teachers, and parents. 
Parents have access to it online, and they can easily see where their children are on the scale. The Board believes this 
measurement enhances the culture of learning at every grade and level. We will continue to refine it based on feedback 
and make it even better. We have shared the success of our index with other school districts online and through 
presentations, like the one during the MSBA Leadership Conference. The Board believed that an innovation like the 
Career and College Readiness Index was so important, they made it part of the Superintendent Scott Springston's 
evaluation during the two years of its development. This didn't happen quickly, in fact, it took more than a year as the 
Board exhibited the courage and patience to allow Dr. Springston and his administrative team time to create a model 

that was truly unique and that fit Park Hill. 
Due to rapidly increasing diversity within our district, cultural sensitivity has become a focal point to keep our 

community strong. As a part of Dr. Jeanette Cowherd's evaluation, the Board made another long-term investment and 
will be measuring the district's Cultural Responsiveness for two years. In the first year, the Board examined the results 
of a baseline Panorama Survey, which measured a student's sense of belonging and engagement in the culture of 
learning in each school building and at each grade level. The Board also enabled the entire district administration staff 
to receive AVID (Advancement Via Individual Determination) training. (One Board member even took advantage of 
the training opportunity.) AVID's mission is to close the achievement gap by preparing all students for college 
readiness and success. While the AVID program has been utilized in our two high schools for several years 
specifically for those who would to be a first-generation college student, the Board believes that the program is also 
valuable for all K-12 students. This program is too new to determine its success at this point, but the Board is 
supportive of the superintendent's vision and inspiration in setting high educational goals for all of our students and 
cultivating awareness and sensitivity across our diverse cultural make-up of our district. 

A final way that the Board has created a culture of learning is through our unique approach to one-to-one 
technology. When the voters defeated a technology-centered tax increase, the Board then surveyed the patrons to see 
why the issue failed. Their clear message: we think technology is important, but we don't want to pay for it. The Board 
and the administration reallocated and revised its budget to gradually roll out a less expensive program. Our research 
of previous successes and failures revealed that it wasn't cost of the computers that were would determine our success 
but more importantly the investment in professional development to integrate the devices into our instruction. It is this 
evidence-based approach that Park Hill has incorporated our one-to-one initiative to contribute to our culture of 
learning. Not only has it changed the way that teachers teach and students learn, but it has instilled our continuous 
improvement values of making sure that we learn through others experiences. The Board believes our implementation 
was the key: we provided hours of professional development for the staff before the students ever received their 
computers. We have provided more collaboration time for teachers to work together since technology changes the 
pace of education. We have provided more access for students and their families as we have worked to increase 
Internet availability for those that do not have access at home. These are just a few examples of Board-driven evidence 
of continuous improvement in the creation of a culture of learning and engagement for all stakeholders. Not only is it 
part of our organizational DNA, but it is reflected in our district's vision: Building successful futures - each student - 

every day. 
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Welcome and Safe Environment: Describe what occurred that is outstanding in the criteria area; the boards' role 
and/or actions that lead to the accomplishment; and evidence that demonstrates the board's practices are effective. Be 
sure to address all areas in the description of the criteria. 

All Park Hill School District students and staff are welcomed and supported academically, socially, emotionally 
and physically as directed by Board policies. The Board regularly reviews data and feedback regarding these different 
aspects, as well as the implementation of the district's crisis and emergency plans. The Board supports plans that 
proactively seek improvement in creating a welcome and safe environment, which there is evidence of over time. 

The Park Hill CSIP strategic focus area of Climate is one of four areas monitored by the Board of Education and 
has several integrated actions used to address bullying, school safety (physical safety and perception of safety), and 
mental health. Park Hill's focus on climate centers on providing a safe, respectful, welcoming, and caring learning 
environment. The Board uses the Community Survey, an annual survey of students and parents, as well as data 
collected from the Olweus Bullying Prevention Program Questionnaire each year from students in grade 3-10 to track 
progress in these areas. The Board and administration look at the data provided to measure student and parent 
perception of safety to verify the continued efficacy of current policies and programs. This also allows the opportunity 
to suggest alterations when warranted. 

For example, several years ago there were a series of "stranger danger" incidents at some of our community bus 
stops. Since the Park Hill district is made up of the municipalities of Kansas City, Parkville, Riverside, Houston Lake, 
Weatherby Lake, and Lake Waukomis as well as unincorporated Platte County, there were competing and overlapping 
jurisdictions which all needed and wanted to be "in the loop." The Superintendent called for a group meeting, 
including members of the Board, to discuss bus stop safety and bring all the cooperating agencies together. This series 
of meetings led to more open and respective communication between the district and the various police and fire 
departments, which led to improved data due to the coordinated communication to parents, staff, and students. The 
data is what allows us to know it is effective and that we can be proud of our partnerships with these departments. 

The Board has set specific district policies that encourage administrators to routinely work with law enforcement 
to update emergency plans and to provide the most up-to-date training. An example of this is active shooter training, 
which is provided to all staff and contracted bus drivers by the City of Riverside Police and Platte County Sheriffs 
Departments. Members of the Board were at several of these training events. The Board also incorporates funds into 
their annual budget to allow for the Kansas City Police Department to provide an added layer of support by assigning 
daytime officers to patrol nine of our ten elementary schools in Kansas City (Union Chapel Elementary is in 
incorporated Platte County) to check on buildings that do not have an assigned student resource officer. All of our 
secondary schools have School Resource Officers, provided by the city of Riverside or the Platte County Sheriff, 
depending on their location, which again is prioritized financially and through policies set by the Board. 

Keeping students safe, from preschool through 12th grade, is our highest priority, which is why we must know 
who is in our school buildings. After reviewing our old visitor management software last year, the Board selected a 
new system, Raptor, to track visitors and record student arrival and departure times. Parents and other stakeholders 
without district photo IDs who want to enter the building farther than the school office or check out a student during 
the school day must register by presenting a valid, state-issued ID to the school's office staff and by taking a digital 
photo, which will becomes part of their identifying nametag and visitor database. Initial reactions from the staff and 
parents about the program have been very positive. 

In recent years the Board has changed its written and tacit policies concerning alcohol and drug abuse to allow the 
administration greater latitude in determining penalties for student offenders, moving away from "zero tolerance." 
This has led to fewer expulsion hearings, which the Board feels is helping students, parents and the community. 
All of these different policies, practices, and funding priorities focus on a welcome and safe environment, which are 
summarized in written reports or presentations to the Board throughout the year, then biannually as a part tracking the 
overall CSIP for the district. The Board uses the continuous improvement mantra of Plan-Do-Study-Act to determine 
each area's efficacy. 
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Collaboration: Describe what occurred that is outstanding in the criteria area; the board's role and/or actions that led 
to the accomplishment; and evidence that demonstrates the board's practices are effective. Be sure to address all 
areas in the description of the criteria. 

The Park Hill School Board believes that collaborative relationships and shared-decision making should exist 
among all of its stakeholders, including students, teachers, administrators, support staff, parents and all district patrons. 
These supportive relationships exist among adults and students and include a willingness to listen and holding high 
expectations for student success. Feedback from all stakeholders informs continuous improvement in establishing and 
maintaining collaboration. In a district as large as Park Hill, these relationships do not just happen: we are committed 
to making it easy for two way communication and dialogue. 

To that end, we rely on all the regular communication methods including a mailed newsletter, the Park Hill School 
District Connection, which is sent to all households at least four times a year. Additionally, we use online 
communication through our website, Facebook page, Twitter account and First Hand e-blast. All Board members have 
their own district email account, which is used regularly by district patrons to communicate with individual Board 
members and to the Board as a whole. 

Two programs in particular exemplify the Board's commitment to collaboration: the District Long Range 
Facilities Plan and the Park Hill Partners program. The Long Range Facilities planning process started due to Park 
Hill's more than 30 years of slow, steady enrollment growth. The Board annually receives a Demographic Report that 
describes, in detail, that growth. We knew we needed more than a look at the past and present information; we needed 
a plan for the future. How many students will live in the district and how will we provide schools and teachers for their 
education? In the spring of 2013, the Board began working with Hollis and Miller Architects, whose motto is "We 
Design the Future" and whose expertise reaches beyond designing buildings. As a Board we defined our district's 
challenges and opportunities by gathering feedback from students, staff, parents and community members about what 
they would like to see in our future facilities. The Board used this feedback to approve the 19 different key criteria to 
guide us as we developed the Long Range Facilities Plan. Each time the experts at Hollis and Miller provided us with 
options, we used the feedback to narrow our choices. Parents and staff participated through a series of open meetings 
and collaborative conferences. Board members attended these events as a part of the process, to hear from them first 
hand. Finally, representing the input from the community and the original key criteria, the Board adopted the Long 
Range Facilities Plan it is currently using to guide its growth. The plan includes two new elementary buildings, one 
new middle school, an innovation-center high school, and support services facility, along with a streamlined-feeder 
system to support the more than 13,000 students we expect our enrollment to grow in the future. The plan enables the 
Board to set budget, tax, building and employment goals more effectively, based on targeted actual and projected 
enrollment numbers. The Board used this information to set an election for a bond issue in April 2017. The ability to 
do a "No Tax-Increase Bond" vote was a result of the Board's budgetary decisions, based on the Long Range 
Facilities Plan. 

Another Park Hill program is an example of the value of collaboration: Park Hill Partners. The Partners program 
was developed in collaboration with Superintendent Dr. Jeanette Cowherd, who was new to her position in 2016. She 
wanted to start a community outreach effort called Park Hill Partners, where invited parents and community leaders 
would get an up-close look at our district, learning about our academic programs, hiring practices, financial 
management, strategic plans and more. The Board members participated by attending the evening meetings and by 
presenting "What Does the Board of Education Do?" At the end of the process, each Park Hill Partners cadre is 
recognized during a Board meeting. We already have evidence this program is working. Since two groups have 
received this training, the Board and administration have called on participants to serve on the Policy and Calendar 
committees, on the bond issue's citizen committee and even as school board candidates. The Board is pleased to see 
these familiar faces at Board meetings and as voices supporting the district in the community. 

The Board periodically reviews shared-decision making and supports plans that proactively seek improvements in 
establishing and maintaining a collaborative culture, shared-decision making and supportive relationships among 
adults and students. 
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Organizational Efficacy: Describe what occurred that is outstanding in the criteria area; the board's role and/or 
actions that led to the accomplishment; and evidence that demonstrates the board's practices are effective. Be sure to 
address all areas in the description of the criteria. 

In the Park Hill School District organizational structures, programs and practices are aligned with the curricular, 
instructional and performance goals outlined in the district CSIP. Each school site's BSIP is aligned with the district 
CSIP. Processes for continuous improvement within the schools and throughout the district are in place. The Board 
reviews school strategic plans, feedback and data on organizational structures twice a year during regular CSIP reports 
and on a yearly schedule reviews each program and practice for alignment with the curricular, instructional and 
performance goals outlined in the CSIP. 

In 2006, The Park Hill Board of Education adopted the Baldrige Framework for Excellence in Education. In the 
more than ten years since that decision, those criteria have guided the district's organization structure, programs and 
practices to align the curricular, instructional and performance goals outlined in the CSIP. Three years later in 2009, 
the district was proud that Park Hill was the first school district to earn Missouri Quality Award given by the 
Excellence in Missouri Foundation, based on a district application and a thorough site visit. The Missouri Quality 
Award recognizes an organization's commitment to meeting its customers' needs and to using the best-available 
processes for everything it does. The Missouri Quality Award demonstrates to the Park Hill community the world-
class level of excellence that our schools are achieving. The Missouri Quality Award measures six categories: 
leadership, strategy, voice of the customer, knowledge management, work force and process. The final category 
measures results. 

Since previous Quality Award winners have to wait at least five years between applications. the Board and the 
administration used what we learned from that award and its site-visit report, which identified both strengths and 
opportunities for improvement, to intensify and broaden our continuous improvement processes more deeply 
throughout the district: in every classroom, every building, and to every certified, classified and administrative 
employee. And these goal-setting and continuous improvement processes are embedded in everything we do: from 
our elementary schools, especially our Leader in Me program, to our high schools' Professional Studies Program to 
our district's Long Range Building Plan. Our building principals and members of the district cabinet use OnStrategy to 
align their school's BSIP with district CSIP. This software measures performance by tracing completed action steps, 
accomplishment of goals and on-track for targets. The program's results are posted on the district website. More 
formally, these results are reported to the Board biannually. The results will become part of the Board's discussion of 
the next CSIP, beginning in the fall of 2017. 

The members of the Board participated by setting their own norms and goals in keeping with the continuous 
improvement processes during specialized training provided by MSBA in October 2014. Board members also joined 
in the employee training to learn about and to meet the district-wide goals. During each site visit, the Missouri Quality 
examiners questioned the Board officers about their knowledge and utilization of continuous improvement, although 
all Board members were prepared just in case they were approach by these examiners. 

The Park Hill School Board members are especially proud that in 2015, we became the only school district in the 
history of this award to earn the Missouri Quality Award twice. The district and the Board have received 
overwhelming evidence that our practices, organizational structures, and programs are effective. We are not resting on 
our laurels. Just as we did in 2009, the Board has used the insights in the site report to guide our district's future. 
Based on these two state-level awards and the strength of the 2015 site-visit report, the Board given its professional 
and financial support for the district's 2017 application for the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award. Thus, we 
believe there is ample internal and external evidence of the effectiveness of the district's organizational structures, 
programs and practices in increasing student performance. 
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Application Process: Describe the process the board used to complete the application so as to ensure participation of 
all board members in the application process. 

As a Board, we have struggled with the concept of applying for the Outstanding Board of Education award since those 
programs and accomplishments that we would highlight in the application are not really our own, but part of the 
dedicated work of over 1,600 employees who inspire our more than 11,000 students every day. 

Since one of the Board members, Susan Newburger, had served on a previous OBOE selection committee, she 
spearheaded the process, first talking with Board President Matt Pepper and then the superintendent, Dr. Jeanette 
Cowherd, to look at the OBOE application process and categories. With those discussions in mind, the three Board 
officers, Matt Pepper, Vice President Janice Bolin and Treasurer Bart Klein, during their bi-weekly meeting with the 
Dr. Cowherd, examined the Outstanding Board of Education categories before selecting "Climate, Culture and 
Organizational Efficacy," especially since the district had recently won its second Missouri Quality Award which 
recognizes its commitment to continuous improvement. 

Susan New burger then outlined possible approaches for each section of the application, stressing the need for each 
answer to clearly spell out the role of the Board, its policies and processes. Then Janice Bolin, Todd Fane, Susan 
Newburger and Matt Pepper collected supporting evidence, information and data from written and online reports. They 
also gathered information through conversations with other Board members, the superintendent and members of the 
district cabinet, especially Dr. Mike Kimbrel, Executive Director for Quality and Evaluation, and Dr. Josh Colvin, 
Director of Student Services. Since Susan Newburger and Matt Pepper have writing backgrounds, they produced the 
first draft. Matt Pepper, Janice Bolin, Bart Klein, Susan Newburger, Boon Lee, Karen Holland and Todd Fane revised 
and edited the final application. 
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